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1dr. Speaker, the discussion of this resolution has been

ncouraging ; indeed it has been an inspiring exanple, if I may say so, o f
arliamentary unity, and a reflection of national unity in a fundamenta l

uestion of international policy . It has shown that no matter how vigorously
e may differ on donestic matters -- as we should, in a healthy democracy --
the house and in the country we face as a united people the problems o f

eace and collective security .

Those who have the privilege of signing this treaty for Canada
ext week w ill, in fact as well as in theory, sign it as the representatives, --
nd indeed servants -- of the parliament of Canada and the vrhole people of Canada,
xcept those of communist belief who claraour and scranble on the fringes of our

ational life .

Tonight I wish to say a few words about the background leadin g

p to this draft treaty and, if I may, explain as briefly as possible the articles

f the draft text, during which tine I hope to deal with one or tsvo of th e

tters raised by previous speakers .

At the end of the second world war, as has already been pointed
ut in the house, relief that the terrible struggle had been brought to a
ictorious end was combined with the determination that the disaster shoul d

ot be repeated . The free people of the world, at shattering cost and desperat e

uffering, had defended or regained their liberties . They had vindicated the

aith that lay bohind the ir political institutions and proved the strength o f

heir democratic way of life . They now demanded, in terms that could not be

istaYen by any government, that, in the future trial by such hard ordeal should

ot again be neeessary . As they surveyed a background of the years of war through

hich they had cone, they saw many occasions when the free nations, if they had acted
n harmony and in strength, might have dissipated the danger of German aggression
ithout war. Too late they discovered that the tools which night have aeant

heir salvation had been ready to their hands, if they had only had the courage

o use then.

The last war, then, taught us at least this one lesson, that the

ations must act together to keep the peace, and as the instrument for such
olleotive action, some effective international organisation must be set up.

The first consequence of this lesson was the founding of the United

ations . The charter, signed at San Francisco in 1945, i s a long and complicated

couinent, but its purpose is simple . Meaber states agree to act together ; to

esist aggression wherever it may occur ; to co-operate for the purpose of renoving

he causes of war . In the United Nations they established an international ' agency

hich they thought at that tias would be satisfactory for these purposes . But as

as already been pointed out by more than one speaker today, the rsood of 1945

as too optiraistie . It was natural, then, that the nations which by their united
ffort had won the greatost vrar in history against the most ruthless and determined

nemy that mun had up to that time } novm, should believe that they could accomplish
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chat must have seemed at that time to be the easier task of naintaining peace .

Unhappily, hotvever, the basic requirements for the full succes s
of the United Nations did not carry over from war to peace . The unity of the
reat potivers, upon which almost everything depended, was soon eaten away by the
cids of post war controversy. At the war's end a dozen or more greàt and
ontentious political issues rose from the political confusion of western Europe
nd eastern-Asia : Basically these problems could all be reduced to one great

uestion : How far would the Soviet union go in exploiting the post war situation
o as to extend its territory and increase its might? That question was no idle
peculation . ~je had seen the boundaries of Russia extended, first in 1939 and
940 at the expense of Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia and Finland . And as the war
ent on it became clear that the promise of freedom to Poland would not include
hose eastern Polish provinces which were in fact eventurâlly surrended b y
oland to the U.S .S .R. After the war, parts of Roumariia, Czechoslovakia and
ungary were added to the U.S .S .R . so that by 1945 the boundaries of the Soviet
ion had been pushed farther to the west than ever before in Russian history .

Ilot content with this expansion, the U.S .S .R. then proceeded
o surround itself witli a group of satellite governments ; imposing its will
pon neighbouring peoples through local communist parties supported by Russian

orces . The list alone of these captive regimes is evidence of the coercion
hich created them. As the Leader of the -Opposition (I:ir . Drew) pofnted out this
fternoon, who could believe that the Poles, a people who for centuries with
curage and resolve had fought against all corners for their freedom, would
ubmit of their own free will to Soviet control? For one hundred years the
sistent demand for freedom of the Roumanians, Hungarians, Bulgars, Czechs and
he Slovaks had been one of the strongest forces in European history . Only when
t has been suppressed by ruthless physical superiority has this force lai n

ornant . Indeed, 11r. Speaker, we already see in Yugoslavia a sign that the
eoples o£ eastern Europe are beginning to realize that the yoke that has bee n

aid upon them is heavy, degrading and unbearable . The-one border territory which
as nanaged effectively to maintain its independence is Finland, but even ther e
he long and menacing hand of I.Soscow threatens dire punishment if the slightest
oviet interest seems to be prejudiced .

The tight control which the U .S .S .R. has established by these
ppressive means in eastern Europe has been given a false facade of international
espectability by treaty arrangements . The Soviet government, and comrnunists
hroughout the world, have been charging that the proposed Atlantic treaty is an
ffensive threat aimed at them. But they had no hesitation in initiating and
egotiating, by other methods it is true, collective treaty arrangements in
astern Europe long before the Atlantic treaty was even considered . Vie are not
ure haw raany of these treaties and agreements there are amongst the cormunist
tates, because, in spite of the ter7ns of the United Nations charter, only a very
ew of ther3 have been registered with the United Nations . So far as we can tell,
owever, there are over fifty treaties and agreements amongst the group of
o:ruaunist states comprising the U .S .S .R., Poland, Hungary, Czechoslovakia ,

oumania and Bulgaria . These are variously termed treaties for friendship an d
utual assistance, co-operation and mutual assistance, collaboration and mutual aid,
cononic collaboration and reciprocal delivery of goods, trade and payment . Their
otal effect, however, is to spread a thick net of political and economi c

oninitment over the areas under domination of the Soviet union .

In the présence of the problems created by this Soviet expansion,
hat could we expect of an international organization like the United Nations
hich was based on the assumed unanimity of the great powers? IIow could there
e any unity about the way in which the United Nations was to fulfil its basic
unction and protect the se'curity of its members when this Soviet communist expansion
as the greatest threat to such socurity? Since we can find no ir~ediate or
atisfactory answer to these important questions we must consider how best to defend
ur own soil and maintain our heritage of liberty and law .
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In the company of like-minded peoples we tried to find means by
rhich the free world, of which this nation is a part, can remain free . More
mportant still, we tried to find a way to work with other nations to search out

Lnd remove the causes of war . The North Atlantic Treaty, the draft of which is
~efore the house, is the present answer to these demands . It is the step which

,e can take now while we try to bring about conditions in which the United
;ations can fully perfora the functions for which it is designed .

The objects of this draft treaty are very simple and straight-'

horward. In it the nations of the North Atlantic community crill agree to pool
heir resources in the face of coaunon danger . By doing so they will greatly
orease world stability and the chance of lasting peace, for once this treaty

Isinade effective further aggression against any of its members cannot be
dertaken with any hope of success .

The North Atlantic nations have by this draft treaty decided to put
n end to the casual and piecemeal destruction of freedom which has taken plac e

hen free states stood separately against aggression . By taking a stand now they

y make unnecessary a desperate stand later like that of 1940 . That year of

anger and dread must never be forgotten . Is there anyone in Canada, no matter

here he lives or what language he speaks ; no matter what religious belief h e

olds or what political party he follows, who does not recall with dismay the
vents of Jtme, 19402 France was prostrate and the whole vast continental area
rom Bordeaux to Vladivostock had fallen under the control of tvro mighty

otalitarian potvers in temporary evil partnership . Staunch and steadfast Britain

lone stood between ourselves and the formidable military power of Nazi Germany .

ose twenty miles separating the German arAies from the white cliffs of Dover,
rom the last free country in western Europe, were more important, so far as our
afety was concerned, than the whole wide Atlantic ocean . 2iever was the futur e

f this country in such peril . Those few miles of channel alone kept the wa r

rom our shores . This is the dire extremity which must never be allrnqed to recur .

e can prevent it f irst by removing the causes of conflict, and secondly by
emonstrating beyond any shadow of doubt to any possible aggressor that, if he
akes a step against any member of this North Atlantic commtmity of nations which
re pledging faith to one another, he will face the total and unremitting efforts

f all imtil hè stops his aggression .

It is not enough, hovrevor, simply to stand on guard . Active and

ot r,erely passive defence is essential . In the long run peace can be assured only

n a stable world ; stability is reached when economic conditions are improving ,

hen trade flowrs freely, when political problems are being solved by consultation
mong states determined to settle them peacefully . Security is a corsaodity produced

s nuch, indeed, possibly more, by economic well-being as by military preparedness,
swas pointed out this a£ternoon by the leader of the C .C .F . group (Idr. Coldwell) .

e must, therefore, co-operate as effectively to achieve the former as the latter .

ecurity is also produced vrhen men know that othe r men sha re and unde rstand their

asic beliefs . This is also sor.xjthing that we shall seek among the states whic h

ign the North Atlantic treaty . They inherit common traditions, and the political

ad social practices they follow spring froa a .common background . The faith they

ave in the validity of their free institutions is strong, and it will be
trengthened by the pledge which they are now giving to each other to maintain

ad defend them. I?aily we see these beliefs attacked and defamed by the advocates

f an alien, dictatorial, political creed -- communism . The power of the
oiruaunists, wherever that power flourishes, depends upon thoir ability to suppress
ad destroy the free institutions that stand against theri. They pick them off one

y one : the political parties, the trade unions, the churches, the schools, th e

iversities, the trade associations, even the sporting clubs and the kindergartens .

he North Atlantic treaty is meant to be a declaration to the world that this kin d

f conquest frori within will not in future take place amongst us .

The purpose of the proposed treaty, therefore, is to increase the
ecurity of the North Atlantic community, and at the same time to make more
ffective the efforts of this group o£ states to remove the economie and political
auses of war. That is why this pact is an instrument of peace . It will proicote
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hose conditions of stability and security in which peace flourishes . Nor does
t in any way conflict vrith the charter of the United Nations . So far âs this
o,el-nnnt is concerned, 2+1r . Speaker, it pledges itself not to take part in any
ctivity under the North Atlantic treaty which contravenes the principles and
urposes of the United Nations charter, or which is provocative or aggressive

n character . I am sure the other governments which will sign this treaty can also
;ive the saine pledge . The aima and purposes of the North Atlantic treaty are
recisely the saine as those stated in the charter ; and the effect of the proposed
lliance can strengthen the United Nations by creating conditions in which it ca n

o more effective work.

Canada's support of this pact, therefore, is not in any sense a
hange in our policy toward the United Nations and what it stands for . The
anadian government still hopes that the problems of post vrar settlement, which
ave prevented the United Nations becoming what it was originally intended to
ecoms, may be solved . . Yle,hope, moreover, that the United Nations itself will

ontribute toward that solution . So far negotiations, either inside or outside
he United Nations, on the major issues which divide the U .S .S .R. from the rest
f the world have produced, as the Prime Llinister (Idr . St . Laurent) pointed out
his afternoon, little but failure and frustration . No doors are closed, however,
nd no one has permanently left the council table . So far as this government is
oncerned, no process of negotiation is too onerous and no conference too tedious
hat will lead toward settlement . Vie are prepared to support every effort i n
very council, every conference, committee, working group or whatever agency of
egotiations may be suggested, to solve the problems which exist between the
estern world and the Soviet union . More than that, we believe that by these
ethods the long-term problem of security can best be solved . But in the meantime
he North Atlantic treaty will serve as an instrument which, by strengthening the
osition of the free democracies, will make it possible for them to use the United
ations with greater confidence and more hope of success .

The negotiations leading to the preparation of the draft treaty
ow before the house comnenced about ten months ago in Washington . A series of
xploratory and non-committal meetings Were held in that capital . In these
setings, which were attended by members of the United States state departTnen t
nd the ambassadors in Washington of the interested governments, the draft text of
he treaty was worked out . As is always the case when drafts are worked out by
epresentatives of many governments, the text and indeed the ideas in the text
epresent compromises and the highest possible measure of agreement between
epresentatives of differing governments . The preparation of this treaty, I
hink, is an admirable demonstration of the way in which foreign affairs should be
onducted amongst democratic countries . While the discussions in Washingto n
ave been confidential, their general purpose and the principles behind them
ave been well knogrn to the publie in all the countries concerned . Each
articipating government has been able to test public opinion in its own country
s the agreement was being fozznulated . In this country there have been frequent
ublic references to the negotiations which were proceeding in Washington . The
overnment has missed no opportunity to tell the public that a draft treaty was
ieing prepared and that the Canadian government was participating actively in
his work of preparation . We have also given a clear indication of the purposes
f the treaty and the nature of the commitments which would be involved, as the
Iork was going on .

At the same time, however, the men who actually participated in

rom day-to-day public comment on the speeific details as opposed to th e

1et headlines . '

he discussions and the governments who instructed these men, have been free

rinciples under consideration . In the result, it has been possible to reac h
conclusion generally satisfactory to all parties in the give and take of p rivat e

iscussion, without the difficulties vrhieh often arise when the early stages of
elicate, detailed international negotiations are conducted in public . Honest
ifferences of opinion, when they occurred in the afternoon, did not become
ensational world headlines in the six o'clock editions, and of course there is
othing more difficult for a democratie governnent to abandon than a headline .
deed, LIr . Speaker, it is often somewhat difficult for certain governments t o

: --.
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It seems to me, then, that the preparation of the Nort h
tlantic alliance has admirably combined the virtues of classical and confidential
iplomacy with free and open discussion of the general principlés under
onsideration . l're have now reached the stage of discussion in parliament prio r
o signature of the treaty . The result of all this will be an open covenant
rivately negotiated but publicly debated and decided .

At this point I should like to direct the attention of the house
o the actual text of the treaty. On another occasion, when we discuss the
reaty before ratification, I shall be able to go into this matter probably in
oner,hat greater detail than is possible or desirable tonight, but if I raay
should like to take up the treaty article by article and give the house the
overnment's interpretation of the various articles before this resolution is
ealt with .

There is first a brief and simple statement of the purposes of
he states which propose to sign the treaty . I admit that in one or two respects
he language of that preamble could be improved, and I admit also that there are
orne omissions from the preamble whieh might well have been f illed in . But, as
have said, this is a text which represents the highest measure of agreemen t
mong a number of governments who negotiated it .

After the preamble, then, in article 1 the states reaffirm the
ledge they gave in the United Nations charter, to settle by peaceful means all
ternational disputes and differences in which they may be involved, Here is a
lear statement of the peaceful intention and strictly defensive nature of this
lliance, and I think it proper that it should be put in the first article of the
raft treaty. By signing the charter every member of the United Nations has
ready given a solemn pledge to refrain from the threat oia use of force against

-e territorial integrity or political independence of any state . The states
rich will sign the North Atlantic treaty believe in this pledge and will
~speot it to the letter.

~re come now to article 2 . The second article of the treaty i s
e of particular interest to the government of Canada . Under this article, the
mber states promise to strengthen their free institutions, and to bring about
ong their own people and the peoples of other countries a better understanding
the principles upon vrhich those free institutions are founded . They also
dertake to promote conditions of stability and well-being and to seek to
iminate international economic conflict within the North Atlantic community.

I do not think, ?.Sr . Speaker, that any sinister or dangerous
qiterpretation can be read into those words . Surely, they can be taken at fac e

lue . The face value seems to rae to make it quite elear that all we are trying to
in those words is to take a pledge that we will do our best to remove economic
nflict in our international economic policy . It is a pledge, if you like, for
-operation in oconomic policies to the greatest extent possible and subject, of

bint throughout the world, a progressive and prosperous society in which peac e

urse, to our complete control over our own economic policies . It is hoped tha t
this co-operation we will help ereate, not only in the North Atlantic communit y

d security can flourish.

Positive and constructive consequences will, vre hope, flow from

tiens of the North Atlantic comnnmity will work together to strengthen th e
CpInenon foundations upon vrhich soeiety rests in the western world . The Brussels

ticle 2 of the treaty. It is by virtue of this part of the agreement, that the

wers in their treaty took the same kind of pledge a year ago, and have alread y
ken effective steps to implement that pledge . I hopo that under this article

i~e nations of the North Atlantic eommLmity will undertake every practical step1
promote the social progress of the western world . As has been stated by more
an one speaker today, communism feeds on discontent and injustice which it stirs
Without providing any real answer to the problems it exploits . A resolute

-~d vigorous assault on these problems where they exist in the western world

,,

11 be possible, I hope, tnder the North Atlantic treaty .
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I shall deal with articles 3 and 4 next .- By article 3 of the
reaty the member states agree to strengthen the capacity of each member o f
he group to resist armed attack . This is based on the principle which proved
so b£fective during the recent war, the principle o£ self-help and mutual

id . The terra "mutual aid" is understood to mean the contribution by eac h
arty, consistent .with its geographic location and resources and with due regard
to the requirement of economic recovery, of such aid as it can reasonably be
~xpected to contribute in the form in which it can most effectively furnish it ;
or example, facilities, manporrer, productive capacity or military equipment .

Article 4 contains a pledge that the states which sign the treaty
rrill consult together if the territorial integr'ity, political independence or
security of any one of them is .threatened . I suggest that this is a forward-
Gooking document . •rhich takes account of the realities of the modern vrorld . Article
3 underlines the preventive .character of the agreement and so does article 4 .
+e should not £orget, as we have been reminded during this discussion, that the
;reater danger to a state today may arise, not from troops violating the frontiers,
,ut from action committees overthrowing the government .

Czechoslovakia, as has already been pointed out, did not fall
)ecause of an arr.ied attack . No war was declared and no frontiers were crossed .
o bombs were dropped, yet the fate of Czechoslovakia was as clear a case of
iggression as one could find in history .

Article 4 of this treaty provides that the members of the North
tlantic conununity shall consult togethe r about this new and sinister k9nd of
anger, indirect aggression . This does not mean that they propose to interfere
n each other's .internal affairs or hinder the healthy .political growth of any
ember of the group . They will be able, however, to co-operate with a view to
nsuring that no temporary difficulty in any state is exploited to impose by
orce a communist or, indeed, a fascist regine against the wishes of its people
nd with aid from outside .

. .

~re come . novr, Mr. Speaker, to article 5, which is really the heart
f this draft treaty. Article 5 contains the most serious comaitment which is
laced.on the statos that signed this alliance . Should the treaty fail to
chieve its main purpose, which is peace, article 5 will come into effect . If,
n spite of our precautions, .there is an a rmed attack on any of the parties in
ither Europe or North America, all the members of the group vrill assist the
ne which is attacked . Each will do so, and I quote from this article :

--by taking forthwith, individually and in concert
with the other parties, such action as it deems
necessary, including the use of armed force, to
restore and maintain the security of the North
Atlantic area .

It is specifically p rovided that action under this clause shall
ase as soon as the security council is able to take measures under the charter
restore international peace .

J Under this treaty, then, each North Atlantic nation declares that
itv+ill in future consider an armed attack against any one of its allies as an
9rmed attack against its own territory . An armed attack against one will be an
'Mned attack against all . That does not raean that Canada would be automaticall y
~ war if one of our allies srere attacked . Yre would, however, be found, in company
th the other members of the alliance, to take promptly the action crhich we deemed

~ cessary to restore and rsaintain the security of the North Atlantic area .

I have heard no one suggest that the full weight of the North
=-lantic alliance will be brought into play, over some minor event of little
nsequence . In whatever action is necessary, however, we agree to play ou r

? oper part in co-operation vrith the others to restore peace . This action on our
- rt may be small or it may be great ; it may be brief or it may bo of long duration .

shall have to decide upon it in te : .̂as of the situation which r.iakes it necessary
` d the end to be achieved .
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To be properly understood, I suggest that the commitment
~der this article should be compared with others which Canada has been

Prepared to take . Such a comparison has already been made during this

discussion. ~lhen we entered into war with Germany and Japan, the Canadian
people accepted a commitment far more general, far more exacting than those
jjaposed by the terms of this treaty . The charter of the United Nations also

imposes on us an extensive commitment. Article 43 of the charter provides that
military agreements shall be entered into by the member states for the purpose
of placing nilitary force at the disposal of the security council . Once those

military agreements have been completed, we shall be committed in this country to
;iving military support to the United Nations at the call of the security council .

{e are, moreover, bound to do more than that in obedience to the decision for the

security council . As you know, the charter gives that council the right to impose
economic or financial measures, blockades, or other formas of saction short o f

sar. I think it is important, therefore, to point out that the commitments which
e undertake in this North Atlantic treaty are, in fact, cor.anitments which we

have already accepted in the United Nations charter and commitments which we
}iave already taken very seriously indeed, as is shown by statenents which the
Canadian delegation has made at United Nations meetings . .7e have already recogniZed

then, by our statements and by our actions, that peace is not kept and freedo m

is not preserved -- as the leader of the opposition suggested so wisely this
afternoon -- merely by wishing for them or by signing peace pacts . YYe are a

Irealistlo people and we Inzow that safety is not gained without effort . I know,

and you knovr, Mr . Speaker, that the Canadian people have been willing in the past,
~snd will be in the future, to make that effort .

I need hardly add that if, in spite of our efforts to keep the
peace, some member of this alliance-is attacked and we are called upon to f ulfil
our co mmitments, this country, this parliament and this government will act with
the necessary determination and despatch . - So far as this government is concerned,

r. Speaker, in the face of a national emergency so grave as to call into forc e

our commitrsents under this pact, it would imasdiately desire to consult parliament .

This has novr become a regular procedure in our history, and no one of course would

ish tô depart from it . No government could fulfil the responsibility which action

trader this treaty would impose without being certain of the support of the people
of this country expressed through their representatives in parliament .

The remaining articles of the treaty define and amplify the articles

I have already rentioned . Article 6 is a definition of the area within which the

treaty has application . It reads as follows :

For the purpose of article 5 an armed attack on
one or more of the parties is deemed to include an
arred attack on the territory of any of the partie s

in Europe or North America, on the Algerian departments
of France, on the occupation forces of any party in
Europe, on the Islands under the jurisdiction of any
party in the North Atlantic area north of the tropi c

of Cancer or on the vessels or aircraft in this area
of any of the parties .

The effect of this article, therefore, is to lirait the territory

covered, and the obligation, to the North Atlantic area . It does not include

colonial possessions or other territory outside the area which is defined .

Article 7 is a further statement of the purpose of the North
tlantic states to play their part as loyal members of the United Nations .

Thon we come to article 8, which seemed to cause a certain anxiety
in the mind of the leader of the Social Credit group when he rade his distinguished

speech on the draft treaty this afternoon . In article 8 the signatory states

undertake to enter into no other obligations which conflict with this treaty.

Tat is a normal and, I think, a useful provision in security treaties of this
kind . It does not have the effect, Jdr . Speaker -- as I believe some bon . members

have feared -- of incorporating any other international agreements into the North

:~



Atlantic treaty or of giving any added sanction whatever to those agreements .
As I understand it -- and I. certainly think I understand the interpretation
that has been given to it by those who have negotiated this arrangement -- it
is merely a declaration -of fact, and of intention, that the parties have no t
made, or will not make, any treaties or secret arrangements which are in conflict
~rith the pacific purposes of this pact .

Article 9, to which I attach great importance, provides for the
setting up of a North Atlantic council through which activities under the alliance
shall be arranged . It further provides that the council shall set up whatever
subsidiary bodies prove to be necessary ; in particular, it shall establish
imeediately a defence committee .

In the North Atlantic council all the members of the group will
be equally represented . Through it the democratic process of reaching agreement
through negotiation, discussion and compromise will be carried out . In the event
of emargency, the council will also be the instrument for deciding what policies
shall be reeommended to the rlembers of the group . It is one thing for a group
of states to accept, as we do imder this draft treaty, cor,mon responsibilities,
each undertaking its fair share in discharging them, and indeed in adding to or
subtracting from them. It is, however, quite a different thing for one, two or
three states to make decisions wtiich may have far-reaching consequences for all
countries and all peoples, and then one, tvro or three of them to ask othe r
countries to jump in and help in solving the problems which those decisions have
created . There are, no doubt, times when the requirements for consultation, for
discussion and for co-operative action must be subordinated to the necessities of
a grave ernergency . But if there is to be genuine collective action, those
occasions must be reduced to a minimum . That is one reason why I attach so
anach importance to the council which will be set up under the proposed treaty
and which is a genuine agency for collective consultation and collective decisions,
in which Canada will have the opportunity of r.zaking its voice heard in regard
to those collective decisions .

Article 10 raakes provision for the admission of any new European
state to the group by the unanimous consent of its members if they are "in a
position to further the principles of this treaty and to contribute to the securit y
of the North Atlantic area". That seems to me, 11r . Speaker, to rule out any
state which is not in a position to further the democratic principles of this treaty .

Articlo 11 defines the procedure for ratification . As far as
anada is concerned, the government will not deposit its ratification unti l
arliament has had a further opportunity to consider in detail and at length the
terms of the treaty, and to give its approval . This article also declares --

d this declaration is important -- that the provisions of this treaty shall b e
carried out by the parties in accordance with their respective constitutiona l
rocesses". So far as Canada is concerned, this government regards those
onstitutional processes as requiring both parliamentary approval and governmental
ction.

Article 12 provides that the treaty my be roviewed at the end
ten years, and there rsay be very important changes to consider at that tine
the light of the situation which nay then exist.

Article 13 fixes the term of the treaty at a minimum of trrenty-one
rears . The final article concerns arrangements for official texts of the treaty
01 French and in English.

The states which have been asked to send representatives to
rashington for the signing of the treaty are twelve in number . Eight have been
Participating in the preliminary discussions : they are Belgium, Canada, France,
uxenbourg, the 2ietherlands, Norvray, the United Kingdom and the United States .
'hese eight have invited four others to sign : Denmark, Iceland, Italy and
'ortugal . Of these four, I am suro that we are all happy to }ozow that Denr,nrk
:nd Italy, democratie Italy, have already accepted this invitation . Together,
these twelve states cover a wide area ; they command great resources and great
)ower• The strength of the group, howover, lies not morely, as has already



een pointed out, in its size or its resources, not only in its industry or its

npower . It will also be strong rather because its rsembers have a commo n

+radition of liberty, a cor.ur ►on belief in the place of the individual in the state,
~ coramon heritage of political and social thought, a common resolve to reraain

ree .

There are zsany states, not included in the alliance, which share
ur traditions, which believe in peace and freedom as we do, and which are strong

ad responsible nembers of this democratic conununity . Our re lations with them

in be no less cordial and our willingness to co-operate rrith them for mutual
elfare and security will be no less effective because we have made this North

tlantic treaty .

There is nothing in this treaty that should produce an exclusive
r isolntionist or superior attitude among the members of this group . The world

s too small, and its parts are too closely related, for even regional isolation .
ecause we shall have increased the measure of our own security, we shall not
ease to be concerned about the welfare of like-minded and peace-loving states in

ther areas . Our comzaonvrealth of nations, for instance, rrill be no less durable

f two of its menbers sign this treaty . VYe shall continue to be aware that the
~arious regions of the world are interdependent in security rJatters . ïTe hope

hat elsewhere in the world peace may be strengthened by agreements similar to the
orth Atlantic alliance or by association such as the British coranonwealth of

ations .

The purpose of the North Atlantic pact is peace and security . It

rill fulfil this purpose in trro ways .

First, it sets up administrative machinery for defence, for

;o-opera±ion and consultation . This machinery can and will be effectively used

)y the members of this group, because they all accept the basic democratic
~rinciple that nations r,hould conduct their business by mutual agreement, and not

ny force . Because these nations which sign this pact hava mutual confidence and

trust in cach other, this pact should be effective .

Secondly, the treaty will be able to fulfil its purposes als o
ecause it will do rrhat the United Nations has not yet succeeded in doing . It will
all into being a preponderance of international force, subjeet to law, rrhich will
rotect the members of the group and add to the freedom and the seeurity of the

orld coamunity .

The consequence of the pact may be, indeed must be, much more
ar-reaching than zierely the provision of security . It can proaote progress as

ell as preserve peace . If the outlines and foundations of this international
ornunity can be fashioned quickly and effectively enough to serve its emergency
urpose, it should lead to the grorrth of freedoza and order overyLtihero . It is in

he confidence, therefore, that not only Canada, but with Canada, the whole of
ankind will benefit from this treaty, that I have the honour to support this
esolution approving of its draft tertns .


